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5» Torona In SU(2) aupersyametric gluodynamica.

We pass now to the analysis of,the gauge theories and to

corresponding coron solutions. For purpose the self-dual equa-

tion for the gluodynamics «ill be formulated on the language

analogous to Cauchy-Riemann condition for 0(3) б model. The

corresponding criteria, which are discussed above for 0(3) &

nodel in terns with local gauge invariance, will help us to

choose the "correct" zero modes and to calculate the toron

neaure and chiral condensate (see next section) in the au-

persymmetric gluodynamica case.

We begin with the formulation of the self-dual equation

in the wltten's Ansatz [31]:

4? -

Here /
 y
J , * refer to the three spatial dimensions, and a'

is the isospin index. The precise definitions of Ф/,£ and
^ / a r e chosen for future convenience. These functions depend

only on t and t . Given (50), one readily calculates the
field tensor £,£> -^, 4*- )**/?'- £*'c A«/tf. .The self-

*dual equations fys = G~n or, equivalently £o,- * £ €j;
now become

(51)

Herei?, denotes " % / and ^/ denotes ̂ ~*/^t . We see
that ansatz (50) leads to a two-dimensional Abelian Higgs sy-
•t«a. The fore of (51) suggests that 1 regard «° as a
charged scalar interacting with the two-dimensional Abeilian
gauge field fy , with coTariant derivative ^,P .

In this case it is more convenient to study the solution*
of the eg.(51) by considering the complex plane and defining:



It can be eaaily verified that the most general solution of
(51) is [31J:

(53)

where £fij ia an analytic function. Por Jf to be nonsigular,
we require;

Thus the expressions (53) for $Z> = 0>г-''̂  and for A=*,—'*o

with extra requirements (54) solve our problem. Namely, the

self-dual solution is formulated in terms of analytical func-

tion #(*/ analogous to the 0(3) 0" model (3). The extra

requirement (54) retlects the fact, that our theory is defi-

ned only on the half plane Z+Z *O , while the 0(3) <T

model is defined on the full complex plane, of course.

To determine the solution with topological charge Q* 1/2,

we have to express the four-dimensional topological charge in

terms 2d fields

It is easy to see from (55) that the topological charge

is determined by the change of phase function /"ft/ around

the contour which encloses the region ReZ •£ 0.

Now all is ready for the description of the self-dual so-

lutions in complete analogy with the discussed above conside-

ration in the 0(3) 6* model (eections2,3).

The solution #(*/= (о
~*$а+& satisfy to the finitenesa

condition (54) for any complex number a with Hea > 0. In this

case an easy calculation shows that this solution is a gauge

transform of the vacuum; the solution

describes the instanton f2J (but in different gauge) with Q-1.

The toron solution with Q > 1/2 (by anology with 0(3) С model

(11)) is described by the function



The solution § (*} (56) turns out in a sense bet-

ween the тасииа (Q-0) and inatanton (Q»1) solutions described

above. Here A *f(Q + 8)*O ±
a
 a regulator, analogous to the

dimensional parameter д, (13) in 0(3) 6~ model. This solu-

tion like to вГ model» is defined on two Riemannsheets;

real physical space corresponds to but one of them and can be

understood as manifold with boundary» If one aeta д « 0

fro* the тегу beginning, then g№) ~ i corresponding to

the empty vacuum solution*

However, the solution (56) is nontrivial. As will be shown

in the next section, the solution (56) ensures nonzero value of

the gluino condensate in SYlf* Analogous behaviour, as was dis-

cussed above, arises in SUSY 0(3) 6* model.

Obviously, the solution (56) satisfy to the "finituesa con-

dition (54) for A > 0. The imaginary part of the parameter

"a" ( •#»»« • •) determines the location of the toron along the

time ail?, and without loss of generality we take in what fol-

lows А ш 1, ^ „ I O I Moreover, upon completion of the lar-

ge circle in the physical space (Rez ^ 0) the function t(gj

acquire* a phase 7~ , which according to (55) corresponds to

Q - 1/2. In the next section we calculate the value Q by using

gauge-invariant approuch. Like in С - model, the limit of the

solution (56) with a cut, tending to zero as л •* 0 means ree-

stablisbment of single-valuedness on one physical sheet for the

gauge field fy . The gauge - invariant values (like ^ - )

are single-valued at any finite -л (not only in limit д » 0 )

So, the solution (56) can be understood as a point defect with

the л - reqularisation which is preserved the duality equa-

tion at finite value л •

Thus, the Ep.(53) with analytic function ^/?Л5&) provi-

des the solution of G/** =• &/*s with finite action and with

fractional topological charge. However, the explicit expressi-

on* (53) for A, f are not so usefull for the future calcu-

lation* because the complexity their forms. So, we would like

to find the appropriate gauge transformations and to make

change the variable for the next analysis.

The rest of the Section is a series of technical comments,

concerning some implacations of ед.(53), (56). First, we con-

aider the explloit expression for 6yt,> . Substituting (50-



53) in Gpi we obtain:

$ fi *t ('''"У* .(57)

It is easily to see that the byu» depends only on the ab-

solute value of the field P . So we make the following

change of variables:
*

( 5 8 )

Here (- V) (0 f (-V) $ o<) ) plays role of the measure of

length and (U) ( - % - < * « % ) is the angle-variable, see

fig. 5. In terms of the variables U, V, the absolute value of

/£>/ depends on " v " only and does not depend on angle-varia-
ble "U" (just it is the reason of the change of variables (58))»

^£*к
 °

 (59)

We are now ready to describe the dependence of к?м*

on tit. at ^ r - # 0 and /i/-*°° . In this case the para-

meter W tends to zero:

, (бо)

Substituting (58-60) to the expression for £*«> (57) we obtain:

The solution (56) possess finite action, but in our gauge the
four-dimensional gauge field >fr is actually singlural at
t ш o. It is necessary to perform a gauge transformation on

the solution to satisrfy regularity coudition; such a transforma-

tion always exists because /?/*• 1 at 4 • 0, see Bq.(59).

We shall discuss the corresponding gauge below. Now we shall

cousider behaviour of &•/*<> on the cut* It easily to see that

the gauge-invariant value Gyu* on the upper edge of the cut

coins ides with the value on the lower edge and has an intagra-

ble sin ularity at г tends to 1 ( » " * - • " ) :



The origin of this physical singularity is connected with

fractional topological number of our solution. This singula-

rity plays an important role because it will help us choose

the "correct" z*ro modes in the toron background.

Using (57)t (59) we can calculate the action and topolo-

gical charge in a aore direct
t
 gauge-invariant way:

The secoud tern id a total divergence, and so can be written

as a boundary integral which vanishes because for solution (56)

"̂ •/ /P/ • 0 at the boundary of the space volume at 2Г+ 0

(59). Free expression (59) for / P/ I find that the first

term (63) becomes: #
 e

 ,, z

"^ £{*/" %£* ««4,
in agreement with result which was described above.

How we would like to find the gauge transformation which
allows to write down the solution (56) in the superpothential
fora: 4

f*-ijb *> &w/ *-ш* **
 (65)

Here J^,
rf
 are the 4 Hooft symbols [32]*, and P is super-

potential, depending only on r and t. For this let us remined

that the duality equation (51) possesses a remaining gauge in-

variance with any analytic function h(z) £"зтД s

(66)

Using complex variables the Eq.(65) can be rewritten

^ ' /
 ( 6 7 )

The difference with the standard definition f32l is con-
nected with nonstandard expression for 6-*» (50).



It can be easily verified that (65) and (66) are solved by

In fact, substituting (68) to the (53), (66), we obtain the

following relations:

(69)

It ia easy to see that relation (69) is precisely superpoten-

tial solution (65), (67). Moreover, aa will be shown below, the

solution in superpotential form (65) is regular at т * 0; be-

cause 9>' (r • 0) - i, and hence $' (r « 0) • 0, <§' (r •

» 0) • -1 and jfy< (50) is regular at r « 0. In the following

relations the superpotential solution (65) will be used only

and corresponding primes will be removed.

It is instructive to check the result (65) with superpo-

tential P (68) in a more direct way» As well-known the self-

duality equation for the gauge (65) can be written as follows

[33J

p~'aP~o сто)
Here О is the four-dimensional Laplacian. By algebraic mani-

pulations this can be proved, using the relations (57) and (66):

In conclusion of this section I would like to analyse the

superpotential P and field Ф in the gauge (65)* Let us con-

sider the P, Ф functions in «O -variable. Prom (58), (66),

(68) we have:

qfoQJ '}*bt* (72)



Let us summarize some Important properties of these func-

tions. The discussion of these properties will facilitate us

in the next section the choice of the "correct" zero modes in

the toron background* First, we note that the P-function is

regular, a ingle-valued function, tending to constant aa/*/-**° .

Then, as is easily verified from the explicit expression (72),

the & -function tends to (Д.) when IT tends to zero. As

mentioned above the gauge potential fy is therefore requ-

lar at i- 0. Besides that, the imaginary part of & ( ^ Я .

• -% ) is single-valued function and real part (sCeP'ty ) has

a different sign on the different edges of the cut. Thus the

expression

is regular and single-valued function.

The properties of the discussed ab

are very important for further analysis.

6. Zero modea. toron mesure and gluino condensate in SYM.

The properties of the discussed above functions: <£,,,•< 8

As in known, supersymmetric models differs conveniently
from ordinary ones in that only zero modes need be considered.
This because the nonzero modes cancel between bosous and fer-
mions, and the meeure is defined by the zero modes only.

Usually the explicit determination of zero modes in any
self-dual field is a simple exercise because they can be exp-
ressed in terms of the field strength tensor &/*> . Indeed,
in the U^, 'O/t - gauge zero modes satisfy to the following
equation f32j:

Here ^ is the classical field and $/* is the small
quantum fluctuation, A - la the four - dimensional index.
It is easy to prove that 4 translation modes, 3 gauge modes
and 1 conformal mode can be expressed in terms &Л and they

satisfy to Eq.(74):

Я



f " (75)

In particular, in instant on field &м» "' 2«j ('*/*)', we obtain

well-known 8 zero modes f32J

These modes are normalizable and reqular and thus they satis-

fy to all requirements which was discussed above (see Sect.3).

In the toron case under consideration with topological

charge equal one-half, zero modes (75) still satisfy to the

Eq.(74). However, they do not satisfy to the reqularity condi-

tion and so they are unadmissible modes. In fact, because 6̂ ,»

(62) has an sinqularity at ? -* 1, then the same singularity

have a zero modes (75)* Thus, they are forbidden in the toron

case.

This situation was expected beforehand from the corres-

ponding analysis of the 0(3) S model. Let us remind that the

zero modes (75) are derivatives of the classical solution up

to a gauge transformation. In instanton case it is a correct

way to obtain zero modes. But in toron case it is not so, that

can be seen from consideration of zero modes in 0(3) 6* model.

In this case the toron solution look as follows <£/. ~ 1f/*~ci
(13)* The "natural" zero mode which is the derivative of Vcf.
with respect to collective coordinate "a" is 2>¥

о
 - "Jbo Vet ~

~(i-Q)~%. Such function satisfies to the corresponding equa-

tion for zero modes ъ($Ч>
0
) - о (28). However this function

does not satisfies to the reqularity condition (29) and hence

it does not acceptable. As known the correct zero mode is

BV.~2-
f
 (34).

The lesson from this is follows. The "natural" zero modes

satisfy to corresponding equations. But they are forbidden be-

cause of the regularity requirement. To find the correct zero

modes, the necessity to solve the corresponding equation (74)

by explicit way and to shoose the correct zero modes, satis-

fying the regularity requirement.

But, as is well known f34], the vector field equa-
tions for the small fluctuations about a self-dual field are



equivalent to the Dirao equation for a spinor with"unit iso-

spin and with definite chirality. The problem of counting the

number of the modes of masalesa excitations of the vector

field is thus reduced to that of counting the number of mass-

less modes of the Dirac field. But, the number of the ferruion

zero modes is known beforehand, from consideration of the

axial anomaly* So, for each solution of the spinor field equa-

tion there are precisely two linearly independent solutions of

the vector field equation [34] •

Рог instance, for the instanton we expect four fermion

zero modes in accordance with the fact that the solution with

Q » 1 changes the chiral charge л Q,- by four units and can en-

sure a nonvanishing value for the correlator <C <p^fx) ,

+-+(<>)> [7, 8j :

f£«-G/fy*o£ , %l ~ %**•/**>£ (77)
So, from f34_] we expect 8 real vector zero modes in agreement
with explicit calculation (75)•

For toron we expect two (real) fermion zero modes with
unit isospin and so we expect four (real) vector zero modes in
agreemeut with four collective coordinates associated with
translations of toron solution. We reaind that the parameter
Л is the regulator, but it does not has a sense of colle-

ctive coordinate. Because the toron solution with Q • 1/2

changes the chiral charge by two units and has (as will be ек-

plicifey shown bellow) two gluino zero modes, the correspon-

ding vacuum transition is necessarily accompanied by the pro-

duction of a Pf pair. So we expect that toron can ensure

a nonvanishing value for the condensate <'&>&'> .

We return to the analysis of Eq.(74). As was discussed

above, these equations can be rewritten in terms spinor field

with isospin one. To make this construction explicit, we note

that if

is a solution of the spinor field equation:

then two real vector modes:

10



satisfy tj starting equation (74), see Ref. [34].

Wow we are ready to find the explicit solution of Dirac

equation (78). For this we consider t. toron solution in the

gauge (65) ̂ Л = -/^, Э„&/Н*У , and look for the solution

of (78) in the corresponding form:

y $
 (80)

Here £ is the constant Lorentz spinor, P is the superpoten-
tial (68) and lastly f(Pj is some function which will be found
now.

Substituting the expression (80) to the Dirac Bq.(78) we
obtain the following equation:

—4Г Ч

Using the proporties of Л, -matrix (78) and £** -symbols

f32j the Eq.(8i) can be rewritten in the following form:

Because P-function satisfies to Eq.(7O), the f-function is

Substituting this solution in (80) we obtain the following ex-

pression for two gluino zero modes: f'J/aJ

In obtaining (82) we took into account the expression for toron
solution (65) and the expression for potential in complex nota-
tion (52). Now we are ready to prove that the solution (82) is
regular, singlevalued and square-integrable zero mode. For this
purpose let us remind that P is the regular function tend/oq to
constant for /-г/-* о° . Then /^p'/* is the regular func-

tion at critical points fc «0, H • 1. koveover, the

gauge-invarint value /V */*" is a singlevalued function be-

cause property (73), lastly, as can be shown from Eq.(72), the

/ W * tends to zero like 1*Г* at '*/+ ̂  and so /J*/*±e

square-integrable. Thus the both of two fermion zero modes sa-

tisfy to all requirements discussed above and must be taken

into account. In the following relations the normalization



- * (83)

is assumed, although not explicitly indicated.
Now we would like to note, that the instanton solution

can be expressed in the form (65) as well(so-called singular
gauge). In this case superpotential "P" and gauge field /^
are equal respectively:

. X* /

The zero modes (82) now are: •

and coinside with expression (77). In toron case the solution

(82) does not coinside with the expression (77) and only the

solution (82) satisfies all our requirements.

As was mentioned above, the number of the "correct" fer-

mion zero modes is known beforehand, from a consideration of

the axial anomaly. Rather, we wanted to demonstrate just the

realization of this general index theorem. The explicit calcu-

lation (82) confirms our general consideration. Substituting

expression (82) for two gluino zero modes into the Eq.(79) we

obtain four gluon zero modes satisfying all requirements. This

comes from the fact, that the gauge-invariant values for boso-

nic and fermionic zero modes coinside, as can be seen from (79):

~ /* /" . a.

An explicit form of these gluon zero modes Q™ is unes-

sential for our purpose, however the number of the admissible

vector zero modes is very important question. This number is

equal to four in agreement with general discussion and in acco-

rdance with the existence of four translation collective coor-

dinates.
With the above consideration taken into account the toron

measure in SY1I acquires the following form: o e

Here the factor g~ Af, ef *• ^(r&t Meeff,J is d u e to tne

four bosonic zero modes mentioned above; tf^is the corres-

ponding integral over the collective variables; the factor

JS M» is connected with two fermionic zero modes (82); last-

12



ly e/p(- ***/#*) is the contribution of the classical

toron action (64), and
 n
C" ie some calculable constant.

As in the case of the instanton calculation [7,в] the

expression (84) for the toron mesure has precisely the renorm-

invariant form. It is easy to trace this phenomenon, starting

from instanton density [7,8,28]:

Here the factor e/P (~ /#y is connected with instan-

ton action, A/t ff' is the regulator contribution, cor-

responding to the eight bosonic zero nodes (76); the factor

(**£> /*f.)( **£*/М,) is connected with four fermlonie zero modes
(77). While the action decresed by a factor two, the number of

admissible zero modes decreased by the same factor, which en-

sures the correct renorminvariant behaviour. Let us remind

that the analogous situation accurs in the €" -model, see Sect.
4.

Now «11 is ready for the calculation of the glulno conden-
sate in SYM. Substituting in place of f their zero modes
(82), we verify that

k 4
In the last step we used the value of normalisation integral
(83) and changed the notation of gluino field from ^ t o Л

because in next Section we shall cousider the model with fun-

damental representation of fields (quarks). Namely for qua**

fields we reserve the /" -notation.

The nonvanishing of the transition amplitude (66) means

the nonvanishing of the corresponding condensate analogously

the & -model consideration (Sect.4). In the case under consi-

deration like in 6* -model, the nonzero value of the gluino

condensate indicates the spontaneous breaking of discrete chl-

ral symmetry, which does not take place in any order of pertu-

rbation theory. The toron solution with Q • 1/2 changes the

chiral charge by two units and has two admissible zero modes

(82). Therefore the corresponding vacuum transition is neces-

sarily accompanied by the production of а Л pair, as the ex-

plicit calculation of (86) also demonstrated.. Like in S -mo-

del the correct physical states are the linear superpositions

13



(45) of the states with the definite chiral charge,and we do

not dwell on this issue.

In conclusion of this section we would like to discuss

the possibility of the exctraction of the constant С in Eq.(84)

from the instanton formula (85). For this let us consider two

torona at position Zt and %i . For small toron separation

we suppose that £• (Zt+ZjJ*Xo can be interpreted as the po-
sition of instanton, and (г,- г

л
/ =?*О as the size of this

instanton.

Each of these systems (2 torons or 1 inatanton) have the

same values of the action topological charge and the numbers

of fexmionic and bosonic zero modes. Moreover, this interpre-

tation is supported by consideration of the expressions for

toron (84) and instanton (85) densities. In fact, one can in-

terpret ef*Jt» tf*p tram. (85) as the integral over two to-

ron collective coordinates (translations Z
t
 and

 г£ ) beca-
use г/'х.а/*/> = <***,е/%

х
+, n

o w
 the instanton mesure (85) can

be understood as square of toron mesure (84) and so

*w. =i/ Д* fV-&». /V
 (87)

where combinatorial factor (2 / ) is necessary to avoid double

counting. From (84,85,87) we obtain:

f.iV
 (88}

As will be shown below, this interpretation is still va-
lid in other theories, such as SQCD, QCD and so on. Moreover
t»ur conjecture be confirmed by consideration of arbitrary gau-
ge group G. In this case, as well known, the number of bosonic
zero modes in instanton field is defined by the qudratic Casi-
mir operator C(G) and equal to 4C(G). In particular for SU(N)
gauge group C(SU(N)) • N and 4N instanton zero modes can be in-
terpreted as translations of N torons. We think that in this
case the admissible value for toron topological charge Q • 1/N
[29], like, in CPH-1 theories f3Oj. Besides that, this conje-
cture is in agreement with the number of the vacuum states
(equal N), in SYH and with 2N gluino instanton zero modes,which
are necessarily present in this model. So the instanton meaure
can be understood as Z

i n a t
 «/ ( Z

t o r o n
)

N
. This formula, as can

be shown, ensure the correct renorm-invariar.t dependence of
Z
toron

 aad aonzero
 value for < Д*> in onr; Logy with the re-

sult (84) described above for SU(2) gauge

14



Now we are ready to compare our direct calculation of

(86) with strong coupling instanton computation f8, 28j and

with qn inderect method fwj which allows one to compute <У*Л*^

exactly. Prom the expression (88) for the constant "C" it can

be seen, that our result (86) is in agreement with fioj and

disagrees with [e, 28], by a factor "fUbl We don't yet un-

derstand the origin of. this difference because our method, in

a sense, is the strong coupling computation analogous to the

method of Refs. [8, 28j .

In addition, in our approach, we have considered the cont-

ribution to <<?*/}*> just due to the classical toron solution;

the instanton solution can ensure a aonvanishing value only

for the certain correlator <Л\ Л*> , Besides that, we have

found 2 vacua in SYM (4b) with nonvaniahing < Я*> in the

explicit way, in agreement with the Wit ten index and with the

discrete symmetry breaking in this model. The instanton calcu-

lation gives only an average over these vacua.

7. Toron meaure in supersymmetric QCD (SQCD).

This model, besides the 3YV part we have disceased before,

contains the N
f
 matter fields in the fundamental representati-

on. We shall follow the notation of [28] and consider the to-

ron meaure in ciQCL).

In this case, in comparison with the toron measure in SYM

(84) we have additionally the two factors <*л and *f con-

nected with bosonic and fermionic matter fields„and with the

corresponding quadratic functional untegration around the to-

ron f32j: ^

&Ш'(1У '
 ( 8 9

>

Here the regulator contribution is taken into acoount implici-

tly. Formal manipulations of etf allows us to write [35jl

15



The symbol Tt denotes a trace over apace-time, Dirac and color

indices* In obtaining (90) we took into account the identity:

which is valid for any self-dual fields. It is well-known

[36] that the last term in (90) is connected with the index of

Dirac operator, actually independent of "m" and equals to a

topological charge Q of background field. This is established

most easily from the formal expression of the last term in

(90).

3 T(">*J (91)(
Differentiating Т^У with respect /»'* we conclude that

J
g У p
"O . Thus, T//r>*J is a constant which can

be evaluated by the large - m
2
 limit. In this limit - D can

be replaced by P
2
, where the momentum fy has the differen-

tial-operator realization -Дч . ?hus, the calculation in

this case is a very simple one and yields 7*faV* Ф [*34, Зб]

The first term in (90) is connected with nonzero modes

and cancels with the contribution of &а corresponding to

bosonic nonzero modes. So, from Sq.(89) we have

In particular, in the instanton case with Q • 1, the expressi-

on (92) corresponds simply to zero mode contribution, i.e.

a?£fc> " m*^ ** i* should be. So, the m -* 0 limit of T(m ),
at integer value Q, receives contributions only from zero mo-
des, and each normalized zero mode gives an exactly unity co-
ntribution to T (91).

In the toron case with fractional topological, charge,
formula (92) still correct, but the quark's admissible zero
modes are absent. The puszle now is as follows: the RHS of (91)
need not be an integer (in our case T - 1/2), and the LHS of
(91) is usually determined by zero modes with the integer con-
tribution to eq.(91). The paradox is solved as follows.

formula (91) is still correct because the existence of
contributions to the LHS which come from the continuum. Undeed,
let us call С(Х,Ъ) the spectral density 01 the corresponding

Dirac»s operator [37J. The parameter J ^
0 0
 in the С (ф)

a sense of infrared regularization and tends to infinity

16



in the final answer 37 . In this case the eq.(9D can be rew-

ritten as follows

and at m-#0. We have

i • во

This ia exactly the reault of Kef.f37j, where it «ae argued

that the continuum contribution ia aero unless there are bound

states or unbound resonance* at Д • 0 in the spectrum of

Dirac operator* So, we can conclude that in the presence of to-

pologically nontrivial gauge fields, (Q • 1/2 A 0 in eq.(93))

the epectrum of Dirac operators must include an unbound reso-

nance at 2 m o. In either case when the system is placed in

a box of radius R
o
 the lowest eigenvalue will approach zero

faster than R e . The argument given by 't Hooft \yb] and for-

mula (92) allows us to conclude that the functional integral

tends to zero as j? •»л?
9
>"*^ when a -»0. We will call these

modes by guasi-zero modes (QZH), because these modes belong

to the continuum.

As will be shown below, the Dirac epectrum with the afore-

mentioned properties (the absence of the gap between «его ei-

genvalue and continuum) play a very Important role in the for-

ming of the ohiral condensates. On the other hand, these pro-

perties are exactly the features of the solutions with fractio-

nal topological number. Let us recall that in the ins tan ton ca-

se with integer Q « 1, the LHS of (91) is determined by sero

mode and the continuum is separated by the gap.

Prom a mathematical point of view, this phenomenon is con-

nected with the definition of our solution on the manifold with

boundary and the index theorem should be modified (for more de-

tail see Refa. [26, 27] . The equations (91), (93) can be un-

derstood from another point of view, namely, from an extension

of Levinson'a theorem of potential scattering, from the analy-

sis of the Jost ratio an so on [38} .

In any case, the result (92) does not depend on our inter-

pretation and thus we can write the toron measure in SQCD:

<7
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In obtaining (95) we take into account the equations (69),

(92) and the expression for the toron measure for SYM (B4)

with conatant С (88).

The expreaaion (95) implies that the each fer.ni-n contri

bution equal* "(m* and ao the formulation oi \.h* ,'ieory with

ш • 0 from the begining ia incorrect. This f а.-;
4
: .•••.и -.otic i

in Refa. f28, 39jt from another considerate-.. rhu.3, "o. the

email (but non-zero) valuea of m, the thecr.
:
 1з •":!/. aufined

and the chiral limit will be understood jus: .1:: f-i.a . ог.эе of

the limit, m-»0.

8. Calculation of condenaatea in SQCD.

Because we have an explicit expression Cor t\e voron ле-

aure (95), we can calculate the gluino condensate < Л > in

SQCD. As usual, substituting in place of Л '.he- ir aero no-

des (82), we verify, aa in SYM, that ~Л
г
> is nonzero and

equal to: /£ . a-4* J-^* *-*

Aa in the caae of the calculation of f2 > in SYM (86), the
expression (96) for {Л*> in SQCD has precisely the renormi-

nvariant fora. Moreover, the value (96) we obtain for </
г
Л

г
>

satisfies the expected mass dependence «*''#.{'^*
 <
 * Ъ

Л
*Г"~ *"* »

f28j) and differs only by a numerical factor Y4/5 from the

value obtained in the Refs.fee, 39] and соinsidea with the re-

sult of the Ref.f4O].

Let us note, that the possibility of instanton calcula-

tions f4Oj is limited to the cases with Kf < Jf =• 2. Our re-

sult (96) ia atill valid for all N
f
 and in this sense is a new

one. It ia more important, however, that in our approuch we

can find the <Л*> itaelf; in instanton calculations the non-

zero contribution can be obtained only for che some Green fu-

nction. The condensates in this approuch ar ' obtained by ext-

racting of the root. Besides that, the maas-dt-.>endence of (96)

has a very unnatural fora from the instante^ point of view be-

cause instanton calculation gives an intege. dogree of (m)

(the correct answer as mentioned above is obtained by exctra-

cting of the root). In toron calculation the dependence m
1
^

2

is natural one, because in the toron back-ground the QZM
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ensure exactly this dependence (92) of the toron mesuar* (93).

In a more genearal case of the SU(N) gauge group one can

think that the admissible value for the toron topological cha-

rge equals 1/N (see page.<^). In this case one can obtain that

the dependence of <A*> on "m" ie equals to (a)
1(
f

/
*c in agre-

ement with the general results of the aupersyaaetry end Ward

identies f28j.

The another important difference with the instanton cal-

culation is related with the fact that in our approach, ana-

logously to the 6 -model results, we have degenerate vacua

(45) with spontaneously broken symmetry. The instanton calcu-

lation gives an average over these vacua [28] and we do not

dwell on this issue.

At this point one can make use of the Konishi anomaly f4t)

AT*
 <
f
2
*
>
 * "

7<
?*> (97)

and find the value of the scalar field condensates. However,

an independent determination of them is possible and will pro-

vide a valuable consistency check of our approach.

The computation of < $P> is more difficult problem, for

two reason. The first is that C?r*> is aero to lowest order

in <? because / • 0 at the toron saddle point. In order to

get a non-zero contribution to <$?> we have to bring down

from exp { "SyUtawai *
h e t w 0 v e r

*
i c e a

»
 e
*

e fi
e*6» Secondly, no

2 2
yUtawai y

closed form exists for the inverse of the operator (D
2
- m

2
) for

nonvanishing masses in toron (like in instanton) background.

This difficulty will be circumvented by going to a large m-

limit, as it was discused in Refs f28, 39J. Using the method

or thesefcrorks, we obtain the following expression for the

condensate:

In obtaining of the eq.(98) we take into account the expression

(95) for the toron measure. Here Л» ie the gluino zero modes

(82), and (D
2
- и

2
) "

1
 is the correspomding Green function in

the toron field , which locolized at the point x
o
. More gene-

ral case of the different values of the mass can be reached by
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the trivial replacement in the measure:

Like in instanton calculation* Г2в, 39] we can to rep-

lace the Green function (D
2
- в

2
) "

1
 by the free propagator in

the limit /»•»•*, The evaluation of eq.(98) ia now straight-

forward and gives: .

з',
г
л' *m *'£> £** (99)

In accordance ith Kbniahi anomaly (97) and with the value of
gluino condensate (96). The poaaibility of two independent ca-
lculations, hence, is the nontrivial check of our approach.
It is not difficult to understand this result at least from a
technical point of view. In fact the contribution surviving in
the large m limit is identical to what one finds for the con-
tribution of the regulators when the Pauli-Villara method is
used in the deriviation of the anomaly equation.

Of course, thanks to supersymmetry, the < «PV> condensate
at the small m limit is the same, and equals to (99). However,
an explicit check of the mass dependence of eq.(98-> at m -* 0
is still lacking.

We end the discussion of the calculations in massive SQCD
with a few remarks.

First, we expect that the integral (98) at small m-limit
equals to the same value (99) and thus has a singularity (m~2)
at m -*• 0. This means that QZM, playing an important role in

the toron measure (see discussion of eq.(93)) should auto-
matically give a correct expression for the integral (98) and
correspondengly for the condensate (99).

As a second remark, we note that our results exhibit a
discontinuous behaviour when going from the small mass limit
of the massive theory to the strictly aaaeless one from the
beginlng. Indeed, at Hf • 2 we have the finite value for
<-$ty>> ~/l* (99). Howevere, starting from the measure for the
masslese theory (in this case ZSgC])(m « 0 ) - 0) we obtain the
wrong result (we recall that the zero modes of quarks are ab-
sent In toron background). We think that the such behaviour
is related with the fact that the massless theory is not well-
-defined.



9. The chlral condensate in QCD.

In the previous Section we saw that the spectrum of the

Dirac operator for the fundamental representation of field is

very unusual. Namely, the gap in the spectrum is absent and

QZM to appear. Exactly these properties ensure the correct re-

sults in the well-known supersyometric theories. In particular,

we saw the correctness mass dependence of condensates, the cor-

rectness renorm-invariant relation for the measure and so on.

All these results is in agreement with the general relations

)f the supersymmetry^whrd identies and Konishi anomaly.

In this Section we shall discuss the toron calculation

in the physically interesting theory of QCD with SU(2) gauge

group. In this case, in compare with the toron measure in SQCO

(95), we have the following distinctions:

a) the factor *f &4% which is related with gluino zero mo-

des is absent now;

b) the factor (*ЬГ*& relating with the scalar matter fields

is also absent;

c) the non-zero modes are not cancel between bosons and fer-

mions and should be taken into account.

Let us begin with the case of nonzero gauge modes. As is

well known [42], up to logarithmic accuracy, the total contri-

bution of the nonzero modes can be easily calculated with the

help of the usual Feynman digrams, as was done for gauge theo-

ries in Ref.42 and for С -model in Ref. fi5i The effective ad-

dition to the action is determined by fig. 7 and eguals [42j:

By analogous way, we can find the effective addition to the

action related with fermions. The result is determined by

fig. 8 and equals [42J:

We have on purpose separated the fermion contribution (101)

into two parta. One of them QN
f
(f)ln М„ is related with the
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regulator contribution of zero nodes at integer Q and with

regulator contribution of QZli at fractional topological num-

ber in accordance with eq.(92). The second term in eq.dOl)

(- - LnMo) QNf is related with regulator contribution of

nonzero modes and analogous to the contribution of the spin-

less field. This correspondence is in agreement with the ex-

pression (90), where the first term coincides with the spin-

less field contribution and the last term ensure the QZM con-

tribution.

Collecting all factors together we obtain the following

expression for the toron density in QCD:

Here the standard factor MtJ1 c* **> is due to the

four translation zero modes; the factor (J9'/$*fr/
A*^ is con-

nected with QZM;lastly, the factor exp^- *£&{*AfmaJ

is the contribution of gauge (100) and fermion (101) nonzero

modes and "K" is the constant. In obtaining (102) we took into

account the fact that the contribution of nonzero modes which

related with the first term of eq.(90) is a small in the limit

m •* o(~m lnm> see Appendix B). Let us recall that in SQCD

this contribution cancels with the corresponding boson deter-

minat cfa .
As it should be, the expression (102) for the toron mea-

sure has precisely the renorm-invariant form. It is easy to

trace this phenomenon: while the action decreased by a factor

two, the number of admissible zero modes decreased by the same

factor and the contribution of nonzero modes (100, 101) is

smaller by a factor of two also (because a factor Q).

The parameter Л which is present in the expression

(102) is the regulator of our toron solution» As discussed

above it may be understood as the point defect with size A-*0.

The important difference with the supersymmetric case is that

in SUSY theories the regulator л in the expression for the

toron measure is absent because of cancelstion of nonzero mode

contributions. In QCD case the dependence ot toron density

(102) on л appears. ,,

In particular, for N
f
 = 1 we have E

9a
> (*fy * l) ~ d X A" •

It is mean that the toron density increas when regulator para-



meter A tends to zero. But semiclassical approximation

which was used in obtaining of the expression (102) ia correct

only for the small densities (5F~af5ra"* « 1 ). It is means

that the semiclassical aproximation (or another words, dilute-

ges approximation) is broke down in this case and the toron

interactions should be taken into account.

Thia interpretation can be confirmed by the considera-

tion of the t"?o-toron system with the small separation. As was

explained in the Section 6 this system can be understood as

the instanton with the size f- 2,-%* and with position

Xo =£{2//-2AJ . Now we shall find the toron interaction

and verify that this interaction ia very essential and it can-

cels the Л -dependence of the density, The зта11 toron sepa-

ration arises in the place of Л • Indeed, we define the to-

ron interaction energy analogously to the instanton case [43J

by the following ways

~ ы*г S*b — • — — e~ ̂
:
"

1 (103)

Here z?/ and -'.t are the toron positions while the exp (-Vrinty

took into account the toron interaction. The dilute - gas appro-

ximation for the two-toron contribution is simply the product

of the two single toron densities (102), and it is independent

of the toron s-eparation.

We can find the exp f ~Wint.) now by subt-racting the

noninteracting two-toron contribution from the instanton one.

Like in aupersymme.tris theories one can interpret rfi» d f

from the instanton measure as the integral over two toron col-

lective coordinates (the translations ?/ and £
л
 ). The inte-

raction ia defined only by the nonzero modes:

Here the factor е х р р ^ - ^ и м
о
у J i3 related with the instan-

tor. nonzero modes [32] and the two factors exp[-( —"ty&iM«лЛ

art> related with the nonzero modes (102) of the two torona.

Substituting the eq.(iO4) in eq.(103) we verify that Л -

dependence disappear from the expression for density; in place

of д arises the toron separation ) a,- 2
A
/ accounting the

interaction.
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In particular at N,« 1 we have

It is means that there is a logarithmic attraction which gives

an increase of the toron density. It is in agreement with the

qualitative aforementioned notes. For N,> 3, eq.(1O4) gives

a logarithmic repulsion in the interaction energy . This effect

can be qualitatively understood as due to Fermi statistics*

The case of QCD with N-" 2 (in a more general case N.*N.)

calls for particular attention <• In this case the toron den-

sity (102) has finite limit at a •> 0. From the technical point

of view this singling out is related with the cancels of non-

zero modes like in the supersymmetric models.

Summarising, we saw that to find the toron contribution to

the different physical values in the general case does not pos-

sible in semiclassical approximation. This because dilute gas

approximation is broke down and toron interaction should be ta-

ken into account. The toron individuality is lost in this case

and they apperently "melt" like it was happened with the ins-

tantons in the 0(3) ®* model [44j.

In the case with H
f
» 2 (in general N

f
» N

c
> the toron pre-

serves own individuality and can gives a finite contribution

to the physical values. It so happens that this class of theo-

ries is very interesting from the physical point of view becau-

se in Nature we have N
c
« 3 and H

f
 (the number of light flavors

with m • nu • m -s 0) • 3 • Here and in what follows we con-

sider the case Nf • N
c
 « 2 only.

The toron measure (104) in this case takes the form:

We can find the constant " K" by the way which was described

for the obtaining the constant "C" (88) in the supersymmetric

• The instanton interaction has the same qualitative propor-
ties, in particular.'WcHii.s»*. ~ (г-л^;€л [*,-**! C43J.

•* This point of view waa intensively discussed early in Ref.



theories. Prom (87), (105), [32} we obtain:

/ (106)

We are now ready to calculate the chiral condensate in QCD. Li-

ke in SQCD the QZM play an important role in this calculation.

Exactly these modes can to cancel the small mass factor ~ /rj

(105) out and to ensure the finite result in the limit m •#• 0.

By defenition, with take into account eqs.(105,106) we

have:

(107)

Here V is the field of any light flavor (
 u
, ^ ) . In obtain-

ing (107) we substitute & V* by the Green function in the to-

ron background. Let us note that the integral which was obtain-

ed in (107) was considered early when we calculated the fermi-

on determinant in SQCD, see eq.(90). We don't know the massive

Green function, but integrals lii e (107) we know exactly in the

limit m -* 01 Indeed,

(108)

Here, like in the eq.(90) we took into account the identity

«Л ('*•&/ '£*{"•&} which is с rrect one for any self-dual

fields. Besides that we take into account that the first term

of eq.(iO8) is a small in the limit m •> 0(/я
г
&/Я), аее Appendix

B, and the last term in (108) is related with the index of Di-

rac operator, actually independent of "m" and equal? to topolo-

gical charge <p « 1/2 of background field [зб]. The antitoron

gives the same contribution and so:

(109)
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It is the main result of this work.

Like in 3upersyrametric theories the result (109) is defi-

ned by QZM and the chiral limit is understood only in the sen-

se m -*• 0 of the massive theory.

As a second remark, we note that mechanism of spontaneous

chiral symmetry breaking under consideration recalls the one

of Ref. [45] . In both cases < *V> *6> because of QZM at Д »0.

The difference is that now the QZM are inherent property of con-

figurations with fractional Q. In Ref. [45] this effect is due

to the instanton interaction.

10. Scalar and pseudoscalar two-point correlation

functions and the Goldstone theorem

In this Section we would like to check the Goldstone theo-

rem saying that there should be light (~m) pseudoscalar boson

if the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken and condensate

(£<?> is nonzero. Of course, we are not doubting a general the-

orem but rather we are eager to learn how it does work: What

is the mechanism which ensures the singular behaviour of the

pseudoscalar correlator (because of the light Goldstone boson)

and does not exhibit the singular behaviour of the scalar one.

Besides that in the singlet pseudoscalar channel there

should not be a Goldstone particle owing to the solution of the

U (1) problem (for a review see Ref. [12]). On the other hand,

the V (1) problem arises with condensate (109). So, in any con-

sistent mechanism for chiral breaking the 1((1) problem must

be solved in automatic way and pole in the corresponding sing-

let correlator roust be absent.

With this discussion taken into account, we would like to

consider the following three correlation functions:

A. = ; f/x e'P'to/'rf brfsJC*;, S.'fs#{*j//0> (110)
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(we work temporary in the Minkowsky space). As is well known

(see e.g. Ref. £l2j) for the pseudoscalar correlator^ there

is a famous Ward identity:

which means that in this channel there should be light (~ m)

Goldstone boson (/"-meson) and this correlator should be tends

to infinity when m •* 0. The two another correlators (111), (112)

should be regular ones. Now we would like to verify all these

properties and the calculation of the corresponding correlators

will provide a valuable consistency check of our approach.

Returning back to the Euclidean space and using the expres-

sion (10b) for the toron measure we have (see Pig. 9)

(114)

Here we employ an usual operator notation and the ' Ъ. arises

tecauae of factor af*J(o in the expression (105). Besides that

•.ve preserve the eigenfunctions with negative chirality fei& —%.

only because for the functions with positive chirality we have

£*('*&*£*(»&/ and corresponding terms like in eqs.(90), (108)

are the small ones in the limit m -> 0. This fact is taken in-

to account implicitly in relations (114). So, the corresponding

terms here and in what follows will be omit because they can't

to ensure the singular behaviour ~ m of the correlators.

The A± -term in eq.(1i4) consists of the quark Green

function propertional to m. This part of the correlator has the

same sign for the scalar and pseudoscalar correlators because

The Дд contribution consists of the quark Green function

proportional to -Л«А and so this part of the correlator has an

opposite sign for the scalar and pseudoscalar correlators.
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Now we will show that Aj. and A«, contributions have

the same values and tends to infinity like m~ for m -» 0.

In this case •£ v/»"' and # r e/ ~ 1 as it should be.

W> don't know the closed form for the massive Green func-

tion. Fortunately, the evaluations of the integral (114) redu-

ces to the well-known expression (108) (up to /WVWF»v о accura-

cy), which is actually independent of m and equals 1/2 in the

limit m -?> 0.

To show this let us consider the relation (108) from the

spectral representation point of view.

Here к* is the eigenvalue of the operator J>

(115)

Besides that it is easy to see that if ty is a scalar mode

function, £4г
+*гуг~(х

г
*"'УУ , then У - ^ , ^ £ satisfies

to the spinor mode equation (116) and its normalization differs

from that of the scalar mode function V by a factor of the

eigenvalue (к****У . So, we have:

_ *'+*»" (117)
t-

In obtaining factor two in eq.(H7) we took into account that

for each solution of the scalar field equation there are preci-

sely two linearly independent solutions of the spinor field

equation because we have two orthogonal spinors £ * . As we

know the LHS of eq.(117) equals to Q/m2 in the m r* 0 limit,

see eq.(iO8). But the RHS of (117) is just what is needed for

the calculation of the Л
А
 -contribution. Thus, from (114),

(117) we have:
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For the calculation of Af - contribution a little more

work is needed. Let ua rewritten the eq.(114) in the following

form:

Here the factor 1/2 related with the fact that only functions

with negative chirality give a main contribution (~ m~ ) to

the £ц . Besides that the expression (119) is understood in

the limit sense (m -̂  m')« This formal manipulation of д
А

allows us to write the Aj. in terms of the index operator

(108). Prom (108), (119) we obtain:

**/ * (120)

As it should be Д/*С>
Л
 and correlator ^s (114) equals (we

took into account that the antitoron gives the same contribu-

tion to A ):

/> - л v ^ A'*" *<~*A- *-

which reproduces the result of the Ward identity (113) with

the expression (109) for the chiral condensate.

We pass now to the analysis of the singlet channel. In

this case besides of the diagram (fig.9) we should take into

account the diagram fig.1O. So, from (112) we have following

expression for •^.•„
9
/
e
f in the teron background:
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* S

Here the first term related with the standard contribution, of
fig. 9* The last term (fig.10) corresponds to the factorizati-
on into a product of two averages. The sign minus due to Fermi
statistics.

The toron contribution to *$ was calculated before, the

last term ol (122) ia exactly the square of the index operator

(106). As usualy, preserving only a singular terms in the

£ , and using the eq.(n4, 118,120) we have:
с

d

As it should be, the mass-singularity in the singlet channel

is absent.

Formulae (121), (123) demonstrate the complete consisten-

cy of our understanding of the chiral symmetry breaking in the

toron vacuum.

11. U(1) problem and O-periodicity puzzle in QCD

In the previous Section we saw that in the singlet chan-

nel the mass - singularity is absent and so the U(1) "Goldsto-

ne boson" must have a finite mase in the chiral limit, m -* 0.

But it is not a final of the story, because the solution of the

U(1) problem means that the relevant anomalous Ward identities

(WI) should be fulfiled T11.12J. In this Section we prove

that the corresponding WI are satisfied in automatic way as it

should be because the U(1) problem arises together with spon-

taneous breaking of chiral symmetry, i.e. with the condendate

Let us consider the following WI [1 "Q :

**

( 1 8 M
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Like in previoua section,
we write WI in the Minkowaky apace, in a standard notations*
We took into account that the ̂ sing/et (123)-contribution is
regular one and no the corresponding term was omited in WI.

As ia well-known it ia very difficult to satisfy the WI
in the ntandard instanton picture (see Ref. £l2l and references
there in). Por instance, the inatanton dilute gas approxima-
tion shows fi"!,i2j that the LHS of eq.(124) ia of order m 2 and
not of order m aa RHS. Furthmore, the RHS depends on & as
eX/>f'&Aj and it ia hard to see low integer topological
charge can give such dependence on в.

The standard approach to this problem is related with as-

sumption f46] that the LHS of eq.(124) is non-zero in pure

YM theory. In this case, as was shown by Veneziano f47j in QCD

with light flavour fields, the LHS should be order m in agree-

ment with WI. This approach is phenomenological one and caa not

to explain the dinamical questions such as: what kind of "±ou-

um fluctuations are responsible for the solution of U(1) prob-

lem and corresponding WI.

Because for л/f «2 (//f "Â jwe have some consistent mecha-

nism for chiral breaking and can find the condensate <Г<Г> (109),

the WI should be fulfiled by the same vacuum fluctuations. In-

deed, returning back to the Euclidean space and using the ex-

pression (105) for the toron measure we have following expres-

sion for the LHS of eq.(i24):

in agreement with WI (124) and with value of condensate (109).

Here the sign minus due to Euclidean space (remind £*M vi'ff6-E ) .
It is absolutely crucial that correlator (124) is negative (in
our notations); otherwise phenomenological formula [47] would
result in the wrong sign mass2.

In analogous way we have following expression for the LHS
of eq.(!25):
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in agreement with WI (125). Like in the previous case the cal-

culation corresponds to the factorization into a product of two

averages. In obtaining of eq.(i27) we took into account the

expression (108) for the index operator.

We pass now to the analysis of 6-dependences of condensa-

tes. We start from the following WI (.11,12,47]:

o
 (128)

We differentiate the LBS of eq.(i28) with respect to 6 at

9*0 and obtain:

Л
(129)

In the last step we returning back to the Euclidean space and

carry out the standard toron calculation as was discussed be-

fore. Here the factor (1/2) has a clear meaning. Indeed becau-

se the calculation corresponds to the factorization into a pro-

duct of two averages, the terms/frjyr* gives an exactly the

topological charge (1/2) of the toron. It is a general result:

when we differentiate the LHS of eq.(128) n-times with respect

to 9 at В - 0 we obtain factor

in agreement with WI (128). In analogous way we can show that

9-dependence of the f&G>
e
 is equal to:

in agreement with Veneziano approach [47_/. We should emphasize

that (non-trivial) ©-dependence is through (6/2). An analogous

situation has been discussed in С -mode in (49) and in SYIf in

Ref. fioj• This general consequence of WI can be easily under-

stood from dinamical point of view* Indeed, each differentia-

tion with respect to 6 gives the factor (130), which in the

toron background with fractional topological number is just.
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what ia needed.

We end. the discussion of the calculations in QCD with a

aome remark. We saw that the very unusual but well-known pro-

portiea of QCD (like в-dependence, U(1)-problem ,the Goldatone

theorem, the counting of the discrete number of vacuum states

at a fixed value of в* and so on)are fulfiled in a very simple

manner. On the other hand it is very difficult to satisfy all

these properties in another approaches. From my point of view

the any conaiatent mechanism for chiral symmetry breaking

should be ensure all these properties in authomatic way, becau-

se they are strong interconnected to each others. So, our va-

luable check of these properties confirms the consistency of

the approach described above.

12. Conclusion

The main point of this work is an analysis of the physic-

al consenquences of the existence of fractional charge in the

<S" -raodelsfand, espesially, in the physically interesting theo-

ry, QCD. It is shown that the corresponding fluctuations ensu-

re spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry and give a non-

zero contribution to the chiral condensate.

It is very important, that the toron solution is determi-

ned on the manifold with boundary. In this case many questions

arise such as: global boundary conditions, the stability of

the solution, self-adjointness of Dirac operator, single-va-

luedness of the physical values and so on. These questions are

interconnected and turn out to be self consistent only for the

special choice of the topological number (Q«1/2 for SU(2)).

Only for this value Q the correct renorminvariant dependence

is restored.

Besides that, it is shown that in the Dirac
1
a spectrum of

the quarks, the gap between zero and the continuum is absent.

This property plays a very important role in the forming of

Remind, that this number, in a general equals л/f . In our
сазе N

f
*2 and these states analogous two vacua which was dis-

cusaecJ in 6" model (45) and in SYM and related with the
discrete chiral symmetry breaking of the U(1)

4
 - symmetry:

f* Gtpfif&JX' '
 W e d o n o t d w e

H on this issue.
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the ehiral condensates in SQCD and QCD. Exactly this property

ensures the correct dependence of condensates on "m", "g",

"в" in the well-understood model SQCD and gives exactly two

vacua (for SU{2)) in agreement with general results. The instan-

ton calculation give* only an average over these vacua.

In QCD this property ensures the nonzero value of <*•+>

and the singular behaviour of the pseudoscalar correlator (be-

casue of the light T -аеаоп). Moreover, because the U(1)

problen arises together with spontaneous breaking of chiral

syaeetry, the corresponding WI should be satisfied in an auto-

oatic way* We have demonstrated this. Bisedes that, we have

checked that the 9-dependence of condensates agrees with WI

(so-called 8-puzzle).

All these results confirm the consistency of our approach.

From my point of view this description does not contradict the

old idea of Ref.f48], according to which the instanton is the'

superposition of two objects with half -integer topological

charge. In Ref.f48] such an object with Q • 1/2 was the meron

[49j, possessing infinite action. In a certain sense our solu-

tion is similar to the meron: both have zero size. There is

also a difference: the toron has finite action, the meron in-

finite. This interpretation can be confirmed by consideration

of arbitrary gauge group G in other theories, such as SYM,

SQCD. In this case this conjecture is in agreement with num-

bers of the vacuum states and zero modes. Besides that, this

conjecture ensures the correct renorminvariant dependence of

the toron measure and the correct form of the axial anomaly.

In conclusion the author expresses gratitude to V.L.Cher-

nyak, D.I.Dyakonov, A.Yu.llorozov, V.Yu.Petrov, A.Rosly, M.A.

Shifman and A.I.Valnshtein for useful discussions and critical

remarks.



Appendix В

The goal of this Appendix is to find the Green function

in the toron background and to calculate the value

(BO

at ш -j» 0. As discussed above, see eq.(108), this value rela-

ted with calculation of the toron measure (102) and chiral

condensate in QCD. We shall show that the value (B1) tends to

zero in the chiral limit and so the corresponding contribution

in eq.(iO8) can be omited.

We start from the following representation of the toron

solution (65) in the superpotential form:

Here G(Z) is the analytic function and м is the superpoten-

tial satisfying to the equation D P =• 0(70). The form (B2)

is just which was used in the instanton case [ 50J. So we can

to use all the methods of this paper. We will look for, with

Ref. f50], the solution of equation

г */ О 'А "" — *

~-b
K
 ̂ (*'jj - * '*'#), •Зр-у'"? л (вз)

in the form:

where the function ^f*
1
^/

 m u r s t
 obey thp condition



This because the propagation function must have the same short-

-distance singularity as the free propagation function,

Inserting the decomposition (B4) into the Green's function

equation (B3) and using the facts' that

we can to write the eq.(B3) in the following form

To find the solution of this equation let us introduce the com-

plex notations:

<B6)

It is easy to assert that eq.(B5) is satisfied if A'/r.

is given by:

'(щ-я)-
(В7)
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The proof rests on the use of proporties of proectional opera-

tors ( /*Gn ) and analytical properties of function G(Z).

In particular, for instanton G(Z) equals j? * 3~' and for-

mula (B7) pass to the well-known instanton solution. Now we

are ready to calculate the integral (B1). The leading term of

this trace for small m can be calculated from eqs.(><4, A7).

Prom these equations one finds that Tb ^~j>* * j&*y is loga-

rithmically divergent at large / . A natural cutoff at the

corresponding trace in provided by the mass m. So, we can find

the integral.(B1) with logarithmic accuracy by cutting the in-

tegral off from above by the value m and using the masless

Green function. Take into account the asymptotic behaviour of

Green function from (B2), (B7):

* 3 * <?* .

we have at m -̂  0:

/"./. _ -̂  In 2.J —
(B8)

The result (B8) means that the corresponding contributions in
toron measure and in the expression for chiral condensate can
be omited in the limit m -> 0.
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